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YoSkulls is a 100% hand-drawn generative NFT PFP collection with 
over 3 billion unique combinations!

yoskulls.comdiscord



THE

SKULLS
YoSkulls is a collection of 5,555 skeleton NFTs - unique digital 
collectibles living on the Solana blockchain. 

Each NFEach NFT is generated from 420 hand-drawn traits, which include 
bodies, clothing, headgear, eyes, teeth and more. The trait pool 
allows for over 3 billion possible configurations to be made. 
Individual traits will have different degrees of rarity - for instance, 
there will be some traits which will appear only once. That means 
that some skeletons will be made up of parts more rare than others.

While the images will have backgrounds, unlike other art-centric NFWhile the images will have backgrounds, unlike other art-centric NFT 
projects, we will not use backgrounds to determine uniqueness - we 
want to avoid “twins”. Each NFT minted will be unique looking 
compared to the others.

By owning aBy owning a YoSkull NFT, the holder will have intellectual property 
rights over their image - they’ll not only be able to use it for their 
profile picture, but also for anything else they’d like. Additionally, by 
holding the NFT, owners will be granted certain community privileges 
and other perks outlined in our roadmap.



TEAM

SPEVILLE UNCLE SLOMMER

SAZAI

Community Management Project Lead

ArtistDeveloper
SIRHOOPLES



ART

Over 3 billion combinations derived from 420 individual traits (not including backgrounds).
Our project will not have “twins” - the backgrounds will not contribute to uniqueness.

6 Characteristics: Body, Clothes, Eyes, Headgear, Teeth & Extras



ABOUT THE ARTIST

SAZAI
Sazai has over 16 years experience as a graphic designer and artist, and has done

work a wide variety of clients, including:

Sazai’s goal is to make the art of YoSkulls stand out favorably stylistically against other popular 
NFT projects. He poses a simple question - where do your eyes look and where do they linger? 



ROADMAP
History: YoSkulls was formed by a team of close friends and experienced industry 
professionals who are passionate about the Solana ecosystem and believe in its unique 
dynamics. The team began work in April 2022 and have continued diligently building the 
project to this day.  

As our community formed, we eventually decided on the “FREE MINT” model as the 
best means of bringing value to our fans, while getting our art the maximum exposure it 
deserves.  

While building the project, we learned just how poor the current NFT generative While building the project, we learned just how poor the current NFT generative 
solutions were - in terms of cost, ease of use, and customizability - and so we decided 
to build our own generator, that could quickly create thousands of unique NFTs while 
giving the end users all of the flexibility they might require. We plan on sharing this 
creation with the Solana community and monetizing it for the benefit of the YoSkulls 
project.

Path Forward:Path Forward: Flexible and fluid - we want to make sure that we don’t overpromise - 
we want to be attentive to what our community is interested in while reacting to the 
health of the overall market.

Intellectual Property: Each holder is given ownership and commercial usage rights of 
their NFT(s).

Member Access:Member Access: By holding a YoSkull NFT, the holder is granted exclusive access to 
our private members-only discord server, granting greater access to the team and a 
place for their input on the project to be heard.  

$YO Tokens: Holders will be able to stake our NFTs to earn $YO tokens. $YO will offer 
various utility features, beginning with our holders gaining access to our products and 
entrance into our exclusive raffles.   

Raffles:Raffles: We plan on taking a portion of the royalties and product revenues to acquire 
other individual NFTs to raffle as prizes for our community. $YO Tokens will be used as 
raffle entries, and will be burned after the conclusion of each raffle giveaway.

We are early, and this is just the beginning of our roadmap. We will continue to evolve 
with the ever changing landscape of the Solana ecosystem and will work to bring value 
to the YoSkull community.



COLLABS
& TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS

SOLANA
YoSkulls is being built on the Solana blockchain.

MATRICA
YoSkulls is partnering with Matrica for discord authentication.

NFT ART MACHINE
Platform is being used for NFT images and metadata generation.

NFT STORAGE
NFT storage will be utilized for image and metadata storage.

METAPLEX
Candy machine V2 is being used to adopt the Metaplex standard.
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